
Hiking the Haute Route

11 Days



Hiking the Haute Route

Experience the Haute Route or "High Road" of the Alps on this challenging itinerary

designed for serious trekkers. The Haute Route connects Mont Blanc to the Matterhorn

on one of the most spectacular hikes in all the Alps, showcasing majestic mountain

passes, alpine pastures, glorious glaciers, storybook hamlets, and delightful alpine

huts. Embrace the thrill of summiting ten passes in ten days, guided by top professional

guides, and enjoy the comfort of warm hospitality at night in a string of charming alpine

towns and villages.

Arrive: Geneva, Switzerland

Depart: Geneva or Zermatt, Switzerland

Duration: 11 Days

Group Size: 4-16 Guests

Minimum Age: 18 Years Old

Activity Level: Level 4

.

Details Testimonials

"Around every turn, over every pass
they view continuously moves from
incredible to never to be forgotten. It
really made me think of the amazing
power of nature."

Jeffrey S.

"The sense of accomplishment that
came with this trip was matched by the
vistas, the trails, and the scope of the
experience."

Owen W.



REASON #01

No one knows the Alps like

MT Sobek, with four decades

of experience leading trips

here and a regular following

of Alps-loving clients.

REASON #02

Professional MT Sobek guides

are the best in the Alps, all well

reputed for their indispensable

knowledge and skillsets.

REASON #03

Custom-designed for MT

Sobek, our Haute Route trek

combines strenuous all-day

treks, with carefully chosen,

comfortable lodgings in

gorgeous alpine settings.

                ACTIVITIES

High-altitude hikes, challenging

summits that involve steep trails,

scrambling, and walking on snow,

easy walks through spectacular

scenery, occasional wildlife

spotting, and panoramic drives.

 LODGING

Charming, first-class

accommodations in alpine

towns and villages, featuring

comfortable rooms, on-

site restaurants, and stellar

vistas of surrounding scenery.

CLIMATE

The days can change from hot

to cold and wet. Snow is even

possible at the high passes.

Come prepared for everything.

 Laurent Langoisseur hails from Normandy, France, having

grown up in Argentan. In 1991, he obtained his European

Mountain Leader certification, and in 1995 he was awarded the

coveted patch of the Compagnie des Guides. An avid sports

enthusiast and inexhaustible hiker, Laurent has hiked the Tour

du Mont Blanc close to 100 times. Laurent has been guiding

for MT Sobek since 1995, and is a senior guide on our Tour du

Mont Blanc, Mont Blanc Express, and Haute Route trips, as

well as any other trip we can get him on! His knowledge of the

culture, history, plants, birds, and the name of every single

peak and glacier along the trail is a wonderful complement to

his guiding skills. When he isn’t guiding for us, he teaches First

Aid and Mountain Rescue to mountain and hiking guides; and

during the winter, he’s a ski patrol monitor in the mountains

above Chamonix.

Laurent Langoisseur

 A native of Chamonix, Florence is a descendant from two of

the area’s oldest families. After growing up in the Chamonix

Valley, “Flo” spent several years in the south of France, and

then traveled abroad to South America and Asia. She returned

to her ancestral home, where the mountains now form an

integral part of her life. She has led nearly 50 trips to the Alps,

not counting how many times she has done this trip for her own

fun! In addition to being an accomplished hiking guide, Flo is a

skier and climber. As a member of the Compagnie des Guides,

she follows in the footsteps of her forefathers.

Florence Simond



                                                                Itinerary
ARRIVE IN GENEVA & HEAD TO CHAMONIX

Arrive at the airport in Geneva, Switzerland and get picked up at 2pm for a group transfer to the famous

mountain-ringed resort town of Chamonix, France. Once at the hotel, enjoy time to rest, take a swim, or explore

this charming town before meeting the guides and the rest of the group for a welcome dinner and orientation at

6.30pm.

DAY 1

Meals: (D)

WARM-UP HIKE IN CHAMONIX

From the hotel, take a funicular to Planpraz (6,600'). From this panoramic viewpoint take in your first complete

vantage point of the Mont Blanc massif. The hike will lead to the Col Cornu (7,919') and then to the Black Lakes

(8,530'). There are a number of options for the descent; the guides will select the one that best suits the group.

Dinner tonight is on your own to explore the many fine dining options of Chamonix.

DAY 2

Activity: 6 hours/7 miles hiking with 2,150' elevation gain & 2,500' elevation loss

Meals: (B) / (L)

ASCEND TO COL DE BALME

Begin the day with a 15-minute vehicle transfer to the village of Tour, at the head of the Chamonix valley. Head

up through the alpine pastures to the Col de Balme (6,999'), and hike into Switzerland. After traversing above the

tree line with dramatic views of the valley below, descend along the great Trient Glacier to the Col de la Forclaz

(5,035'). Transfer by private bus to the little ski resort of Siviez.

DAY 3

Activity: 7 hours/11 miles hiking with 3,300' elevation gain & 2,900' elevation loss

Meals: (B) / (L) /(D)

SIVIEZ—GRANDE DIXENCEDAY 4
Today is a long but beautiful day of hiking. From the village, pass by the dam of Cleuson, then climb 2,700-

feet to the lunar landscapes of Le Grand Desert (the "big desert"), a glacial area rich in minerals. Scramble

through boulder fields and scree slopes to the Col de Prafleuri (9,785'), where there are very good odds of seeing



Edelweiss and ibex. Then descend from the pass to our hotel, located at the foot of Le Grande Dixence: Europe's

highest dam, at 7,065 feet.

Activity: 8 hours/13 miles hiking with 3,700' elevation gain & 3,400' elevation loss

Meals: (B) / (L) /(D)

GRANDE DIXENCE—AROLLA

From the hotel, hike above the dam and then continue around the lake, before our start up toward the Pas

du Chat (7,800'). The terrain is rocky and we'll cross a glacier moraine before hiking over boulders and large

flat rocks to the Pas de la Chevre (9,785' — "pass of the goat"). Then climb two sets of new ladders, before

descending to Arolla (6,660'). This stage of the journey is considered true alpine, with rich mineral rock and a

backdrop of the legendary summits of Pigne d'Arolla, Mont-Blanc de Cheilon, and Mont-Collomb. End the day

with a short walk through the beautiful Arolla pine forest, and to the typical charming Swiss hamlet of Arolla with

its wooden chalets and flower-filled window boxes.

DAY 5

Activity: 8 hours/13 miles hiking with 2,720' elevation gain & 2,800' elevation loss

Meals: (B) / (L) /(D)

AROLLA & HIKE TO GRIMENTZ

Start the easiest day of the route with a 30-minute transfer by private bus to Cotter (5,790') where you begin the

ascent to Col de Torrent (9,630'), paired with majestic views of Mont Blanc and other peaks of the Dent Blanche

range (14,380'). From the pass, weather permitting, take in 360-degree vistas of snowcapped mountains and

turquoise glacial lakes. Head down through cow-filled meadows to the picturesque Swiss village of Grimentz

(5,300'), possibly seeing marmots and eagles along the way. Have a stroll around this old village with its

vanishing way of life.

DAY 6

Activity: 7 hours/11 miles hiking with 4,180' elevation gain & 3,468' elevation loss

Meals: (B) / (L) /(D)

HIKE FROM GRIMENTZ VIA ZINAL PASS TO THE HAMLET OF GRUBENDAY 7
Today move from the French-speaking to German-speaking Switzerland; this is the bilingual canton of Valais.

After a short transfer by private bus to Zinal (5,500'), the hike begins with a steep climb through a forest of larch

trees, heather, and blueberries. Then make a long "balcony" traverse with views of the Matterhorn, before



beginning another steep ascent toward the Col de Forcletta (9,480'). Descend through beautiful green hills with

large mossy rocks and babbling brooks to the summer hamlet of Gruben (6,012'), home for the night.

Activity: 8 hours/13 miles hiking with 4,180' elevation gain & 3,468' elevation loss

Meals: (B) / (L) /(D)

GRUBEN & DESCEND TO ST. NIKLAUS

Today's first challenge is the Augstbordpass (9,550'), the last major pass on the trek, which leads into the

Mattervispa valley. From the top, make a long 5,900-foot descent with fairly steep exposure. The views are

superb, of the Weishorn, Breithorn, and Mischabel, all topping 14,000 feet, and green hills dotted with slate-

roofed wooden houses. Down in St. Niklaus (3,630') board the private bus for the drive to Täsch,the last village in

the valley before Zermatt at the foot of the famed Matterhorn.

DAY 8

Activity: 7.5 hours/12 miles hiking with 3,538' elevation gain & 5,900' elevation loss

Meals: (B) / (L) /(D)

TÄSCH TO ZERMATT

From our hotel, a path climbs through the forest to Taschalp (6,600'), a hamlet located on the famous

Europaweg, a long-distance trail between Grächen and Zermatt considered by many to be the most beautiful

hikes in the Alps. From this splendid balcony above the Mattervispa, admire the Matterhorn situated like a crown

in this valley. Continuing above the valley, follow the trail to Zermatt. Just as the pioneers of the alpinism did,

arrive in Zermatt by foot. Dinner tonight is on your own to explore the many fine dining options of Zermatt.

DAY 9

Activity: 6.5 hours/8 miles hiking with 2,600' elevation gain & 2,100' elevation loss

Meals: (B) / (L) /(D)

ZERMATTDAY 10
Enjoy a full day in one of the most iconic Alpine resorts in the world. There are many options today — a full day of

hiking, a half day of hiking, or no hiking at all. Your guides will offer to lead you on trails above the town for great



views of the Matterhorn with charming village visits. In the evening, meet with the group and trip leaders for a

farewell dinner.

Activity: 4 hours/3 miles hiking with 1,000' elevation gain & 1,000' elevation loss

Meals: (B) /(D)

DEPART FROM GENEVA OR ZERMATT

After breakfast, transfer 3.5 hours to Geneva airport, or take the train from Zermatt to other destinations in

Europe on your own. (Please do not schedule your outgoing flight to depart until after 2pm).

DAY 11

Meals: (B)



Jul 8 - 18, 2019

Aug 12 - 22, 2019



2018

$ 5,495 per person

Additional Cost

$ 540 Single Supplement 

2019

$ 5,695  per person

Additional Cost

PRICE INCLUDES
Expert leadership from experienced adventure
guides

Accommodations as noted in the itinerary

Meals as noted in the daily itinerary

Potable water and snacks throughout

1 glass of wine or beer at dinner

All tips and gratuities for support staff with the
exception of your lead adventure guide(s)
All group entrance fees, activities, and ground
transportation

Arrival and departure day group airport transfers

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE
International airfare, any airport taxes, or excess
baggage charges

Lunch on Day 10 and dinner on Day 2

Optional tips to your lead adventure guides

Personal expenses such as medical immunizations,
phone calls, laundry, or souvenirs
Airport transfers if arriving outside of the group
transfer

Optional travel protection






